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North Sea Handling is an international company 
focusing on providing the maritime industry with 
market-leading solutions within equipment for 
cargo/passenger access and energy efficiency. 
Innovation and long-term-philosophy are 
keywords in our everyday work.
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ROV Hangar Door
 
There can be several of shell openings in a ship, serving 
different purposes. Openings in the shell within the area 
of the hangar are often used for Launch and Recovery 
of Remote Operated Vehicles ROVs and other tools/
instruments.

To assure good working conditions inside the hangar both 
during sea voyage and during ROV operation, different 
kind of ROV Hangar Door concepts can be utilized.

NSH Ships Equipment delivers a wide range of different 
ROV Hangar Doors / Roller gates tailor made to suit with 
the ship and its operation conditions.

Internal Cargo Elevator
 
To be able to handle cargo between decks 
inside the ship, internal cargo elevators are 
an alternative. The cargo elevator can either 
be a stand-alone unit only acting as an 
elevator or it can form a watertight barrier 
when in stowed position fulfilling both the 
purpose as an elevator and watertight hatch 
cover.

Hatch Cover
 
There can be several of deck openings in a 
ship, serving different purposes but where 
each opening might pose a threat to the 
water and fire integrity. 

Helicopter Elevator
 
To be able handle cargo between decks on a ship, assure 
flexibility and at the same time maximize the stowage volume, 
cargo elevators is an alternative. The cargo elevator can either 
be a stand-alone unit only acting as an elevator or it can form 
a watertight barrier when in stowed position, fulfilling both the 
purpose as an elevator and as a watertight hatch cover.

There are numerous fields of application for this type of 
equipment and where handling of helicopters between 
different decks with/without personnel is one example.



Side Shell Door
 
There can be several of shell openings in a 
ship, serving different purposes but where 
each opening might pose a threat to the 
water integrity.

NSH Ships Equipment delivers a wide 
range of different side shell doors tailor 
made to suit with the ship and its operation 
conditions.

SCAN ME 

Launch and Recovery 
System for Manned/
Unmanned Tender Boat  
and Submarine Operations
 
Personnel transfers by tender boats are being more 
popular and where some ships are totally dependent 
on it. This makes the equipment very vital and where 
it must always work properly to assure loading and 
unloading of personnel in an efficient and safe way.

When the system in addition shall be able to operate 
different type of watercrafts with personnel inside in 
different sea states, there are several of additional 
more strict requirements which must be fulfilled and 
where special competence must be applied.

Side Shell Door 
(Top hinged garage door 
operated outwards)
 
There can be several of shell openings in a ship, 
serving different purposes but where each opening 
might pose a threat to the water integrity.
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